The Rise and Fall of Petyr Baelish...
5 players game (Stark, Tully, Martell, Lannister, Arryn) with the Wall Expansion.
Variants used :




1 mill per village only (Septs are not considered Mills)
Flea bottom cutthroats : 2 assassin cards and 2 justice cards in the fortune deck,
assassination attempts success on a 3+ (1d6).
Fog of war (troop tokens are placed facedown)

Duration : 5h30

Initial starting positions :
Eddard Stark establish his castle at
Winterfell
Eleanor Mooton starts in Riverrun
Doran Martell chooses Starfall
Cersei Lannister chooses Lannisport
Petyr Baelish chooses Gulltown as a
first base for his machiavelic
operations...

Turn 1
Hear ye phase :
Nothing much happens, except Stark that would like to make an alliance with house Tully, but
because Eddard is « cannot marry », he can’t marry Eleanor Mooton this turn.
Classic purchase phase for everyone with 1 mill and some troops, except for Tully that gets 2 knights
and 1 Man at arms, ready to defend the riverlands (or in this case the richerlands)
Night’s watch bid :
House Martell wins NW bid with 2gd and gets immedialty 1 fortune card. There was no other bid, as
no wlidlings are spotted north of the wall on the 1st turn.
Martell puts 2 MAA at the Shadow tower
Move phase :
Petyr Baelish : Now that it seems that the Starks and Tully will ally next turn, i’d better take the upper
hand and get some leverage to marry house Tully. Edmure Tully is wandering alone with only 1 troop
at Harenhall, probably a knight. There is an opportunity there, let’s try to climb the ladder !
Petyr Baelish moves to harrenhall with 1 knight and 2 archers and asks Tully to give him control of
the village against a peace in harenhall. He gets refused by the proud trout and so he declares a
battle !
Battle result : the archers roll fails to kill the knight, and after a few
rounds, all Arryn troops are dead and Petyr Baelish will visit the
dungeons of Harrenhall under Edmure’s watch, where he’ll be able to
think about the mistake he did... the climb is getting quite difficult
already !
Littlefinger : I should have sent 1 more MAA, and the battle would have
probably been mine... but i was too greedy and put too much trust in
those sloppy archers, while i wanted to secure another village in
Dragonstone for my next income... Now my income will probably go
into Tully’s pockets... what a bad investment... We will have to make
ourselves very discreet now...

Turn 2
News from the wall :
2 blasts at Eastwatch by the sea... Wildlings !
3 Wildling tokens come under the wall at Eastwatch castle
Hear Ye phase :
Edmure Tully marries Arya Stark
Lannister blocks the election of Gerold Grafton or Edmure Tully as
Warden of the East.
Play cards phase :
Tully and Lannister play 2 uprising cards on Doran Martell and his 2
knights at Highgarden... Prince Doran dies !
Night’s watch bid :
House Tully wins the NW bid with 2gd and gets 1 fortune card(all
other bid 0).
Move phase :
A first member enters the small council : Jaime Lannister becomes
master of ships !
Battle of the wall phase :
The wildlings have not enough strenght to attack the castle, so they
lay siege, bringing a Giant and his Mammoth at eastwatch by the sea (cunning + 3sp), they’ll be able
to attack next turn and the caslte is only defended by a ranger !

Turn 3 :
NW phase :
2 blasts at the Shadow tower : 3 wildlings show up on the west part of the wall...
Hear ye phase :
Alliance Martell Lannister : Cersei marries Quentyn Martell, who forgives Lannister house for the
murder of prince Doran
Petyr baelish manages to be elected Warden of the Crownlands...
Littlefinger : Finally... an opportunity to seize the ladder again...
let’s climb!
King election : only house Stark has a legitimate candidate, and
with Tully’s support, Eddard stark is elected King ! Long live the
King ! Long live the King ! Long live the.... wait...
Cersei Lannister immediatly attempts an assassination on Eddard Stark and succeeds ! King Eddard is
assassinated just after his coronation.
So far, things are done by the book, as Eddard Stark was sent to an early death :D
Play cards phase :
Edmure Tully enters the small council and becomes master of laws
Jon Snow apears in Stark family, immediatly takes the Black (Night’s watch trait). He is directly sent
on the wall board. He’ll probably lead the defense of eastwatch at the end of the turn...
Wall battle phase :
The Wildlings butcher easily the garrison of Eastwatch (there is
even 2wildlings left).
Jon snow looses his last maa token and roll a wound (4+ to
survive and go back to castle black)
Jon snow rolls a 1 and dies of his wounds...
Eastwatch by the sea has fallen ! Meanwhile, at the shadow
tower, the wildlings lay siege and get a giant token ! The
garrison is only 5 strenght points.

Turn 4 :
NW phase :
1 blast at Castle black : Rangers coming back ! Castle black garrison receives a ranger token (too bad
this one would have been very usefull at the Shadow Tower !)
The rangers that came back report what they saw in the haunted forest. 3 wildling tokens are added
in the forest. They’ll be added to the next wildling raid on the wall !
Hear ye phase :
Before the King election, Gerold Dayne tries to assassinate Edmure tully and fails ! Gerold Dayne gets
an justice marker !
King election : Petyr Baelish abstains and manages to make a draw between Quentyn Martell and
Brynden Tully.
Night’s watch bid :
Gerold Dayne doesnt feel safe with his outlaw token (there are 2 justice cards on the fortune deck)
and house Martell decides to make him take the black. Martell wins the NW bid with 3gd + lord.
All other houses bid 0GD, probably thinking that Westeros affairs are more important than Snark’s
and Grumpkin’s tales from far up north...
Move phase :
Jeyne Westerling (heartbreaker) cavalcades Pyke to capture Arya Stark, but Lannister troops butcher
the little arya before any capture can be made.The result is the same, the Stark/Tully alliance is
broken !
House Martell moves to Storm’s end and captures
Lysa Arryn
House Arryn manages to take back the Eyrie from
Stark without bloodshed (using the persuasive
trait of littlefinger)

The wall battle phase :
Brother Gerold Dayne defends with 2 knight and 3maa
against 9 sp of wildlings and looses the combat !
Gerold Dayne survives to his wounds but the shadow
tower falls ! There is only Castle Black left to protecte the
realms of men from the danger that lies up North !

Turn 5 :
Night’s watch phase :
1 blast at Castle black : 3 wildlings are placed in the forest
(here we forgot to add a ranger at the garrison of castle black)
Littlefinger : It seems the wall shall be safe for at least 2
turns... time to climb the ladder again.
Hear ye phase :
Jason Mallister enters the small council and becomes master of whisperers
Edmure Tully becomes hand with his vote and
the one of Jason mallister.
He gives his Master of law title to Petyr Baelish
who doesnt seem very dangerous and has no
victory points and no allies. Littlefinger rises
again...
Littlefinger : One step at a time my friend, one
step at a time... Now with my small council
position i’ll manage to get Lysa Arryn released
for free.
Brynden Tully is elected King by Tullys and Stark votes.
Here i completely forgot Arryn’s second house power (+1 vote to king election) and i could have tied
the election again, but im not sure we had enough voices.
Draw phase :
The fortune deck is depleted and we enter Autumn
Play cards phase :
Meera reed becomes mother of dragons at Whiteharbour !
Cersei tries to assassinate the king and fails ! She receives a justice token.
Litlefinger threatens House Martell to tax the south if Lysa Arryn is not released immediatly for free.
House martells agrees to the terms and Lysa goes back to Gulltown.
Littlefinger : My influence is growing... but im still in need of a title...

Night’s watch bid phase :
NW bid : 0GD for everyone, as the wall seems safe this turn, and there is a lot of military tension in
the riverlands and the north, against the leading alliance of wolves and trouts who have 4 VP
already !
Move phase :
Arryn uses a secret passage to pass by the mother of dragons and ger army at Whiteharbour.
Littlefinger, Lyn Corbray and a big stack of knights of the Vale setup camp at winterfell eastern road.
Littlefinger : I heard some rumours that Stark might a have some good fortune in hand... so I bring
Lyn Corbray as my bodyguard and second in command. Also his ability to move 3 steps next turn
might prove usefull...
The mother of dragons moves with all whiteharbout army to Winterfell and uses a Kidnapping card
on Petyr Baelish who is captive for the second
time !
Littlefinger : I’ll be fine, Lyn Corbray still leads the
army and i know i can trust him. Although there is a
complication, as if the mother of dragon dies...
Stark and Tully will not be allied allied anymore and
Tully might sit permanently on the Iron throne at
the end of the year... Damn...
Jaime Lannister, master of ships, allows Quentyn martell to travel with the royal fleet from Storm’s
end to Deepwoodmotte !
Here we thought there was no use to ask for a secret passage to land there, and it seemed fine to
everyone, especially the master of ships who was feeling that his special power was not that
interesting. In theofficial rules, you need to use a secret passage to land on an occupied village.
Quentyn Martell takes Deepwood motte.
Lyn Corbray doesnt attack winterfell and prefers to lay siege !
Littlefinger : Better safe than sorry, I can’t take the risk to kill Meera now... I might get a secret
passage before next ransom phase and free myself from Stark’s custody ! I’ll just lay siege, and
prevent stark to recruit next turn in Winterfell. I will also be able to pillage the mills !
The mother of Dragons Attacks Lyn Corbray!
Littlefinger : Damn her ! She might have a huge army, or prefer to see the Tullys winning alone than
both Stark and Tully to fall ! In both cases the future is quite dark for me...
After revealing the troops tokens, the MOD has 13sp and Arryn has 25sp !
Littlefinger : Such a small pack of wolves... well let’s see what happens...

If the MOD dies Stark and Tully are not married anymore and House Tully wins solo (King + hand +
Riverlands title)
Lyn corbrays wins the battle and manages to capture the mod with a lucky roll ! Littlefinger is freed
from meera’s custody, and House Arryn takes control Winterfell and the title of the North

Littlefinger : Glad to see you Lyn Corbray, and congratulations for that chirurgical strike on the
Mother of Dragons... Finally a respectable fief title, you deserve it well my friend, you’ll rule as lord of
Winterfell, I still want to keep my position at the small council.
Here i can’t use my House Arryn Moondoor ability (execute a prisonner) on the Mother of Dragons
without provoking a Tully’s solo win. Such a Pity ^^

Turn 6 :
The Wall :
We entered autumn last turn. So there are 2 rolls on the Wall : 3 and 5 (twice 2 blasts at Castleblack)
3+3 wildlings arrive at castle black !
It is the first Wildling army appearing in autumn, so it will be led by Mance rayder and receive a 3
bonus of 3 wildlings !

No lord commander of the night’s watch election, as there is only 1 brother(Gerold Dayne)
Hear ye phase :
The Hand of the King, Edmure Tully, declares Lyn corbray ennemy of the realm.
House lannister plays justice card on Lyn corbray.
The title of the north goes to the extravagant Lysa Arryn...
Littlefinger : They seem to have noticed my ascension... and
planned to slow me down ! Lyn Corbray (swift) was a threat to
Both Riverrun and Lannisport... and the extravagance of Lysa will
cost me quite a lot of gold each year now (-2gold per title on her).
Disaster phase :
1 double plague strike the realm : in the East and in the
Crownlands.
Lysa Arryn survives, Oberyn martell survives, and all the House
tully (hand + King) survives thanks to the sept at Riverrun !
Littlefinger : That was a good investment...

Ransom phase :
Stark has only 3GD income and cant pay for the ransom.
Arryn decides to keep the Mother of dragons in the Dungeons untill Stark is able to pay.
Littlefinger : If i cant kill her at the moondoor, I surely intend to have the full ransom on that one ! I
really hate bad investments.

Night’s watch bid :
The appearance of the huge army of Mance Rayder seems to have awoken the whole realm... except
the Dornish, who think they are far enough south to have these kind of preoccupations. Tully gives
Money to House Stark so they can bid.
Arryn : 5gd
Lannister 8GD + Tyrion Lannister
Martell 0GD
Stark : 6GD + Roose Bolton
Tully : 0GD + Jason Mallister
Lannister house gets a fortune card, and sends all his
fresh NW recruits to Tyrion total 8sp)
Stark put their recruits on Roose Bolton (total 7sp).
Arryn gives his 5GD of recruits to Jason Mallister.
Littlefinger : I dont want Stark and Tullys to get the leadership, i’d rather see Lannister take the
victory point if Mance is beaten. But now each alliance has 2 brothers on the wall (Tyrion Lannister +
Gerold Dayne and Roose Bolton + Jason Mallister). The election of Lord commander will happen next
turn, and i’d rather see a draw, so i’ll try to protect Jason Mallister by giving him some extra troops.
Now the forces at caslte black are : Mance Rayder 25sp - Night’s watch 27sp

Movephase :
In the movement phase, Tyrion calls his house for help ! Jaime Lannister goes to help his brother
Tyrion, leader of the defense of Castle Black. He brings with him 3 knights and his fearless trait which
might prove usefull.

Wall battle phase :
Leadership :
All NW forces combined are superior to Lannister house forces, so the NW will lead the battle at
Castle Black.
Inside the NW the leader is Tyrion Lannister with 8sp (Roose Bolton had 7sp and Jason Mallister 6sp)
Tyrion decides to strike first, and as leader of the defense of Castle Black, he decides to sally out
north and meet Mance’s army before he gets some free Giants at the end of the turn.
All Westeros is looking North, but with the help of Jaime Lannister’s army, the battle odds are in
favor of the NW now.

An epic battle takes place, and Tyrion Lannister applies wounds to Roose Bolton and Jason Mallister
troops first, and both succumbs to the wounds taken in battle (roll less than 4+ on 1d6).
Mance Rayder army is vanquished, and Tyrion
Lannister takes the defender of the wall title (1VP) !
Littlefinger : It seems Tyrion prepared well the election
for Lord Commander next turn. The only brother left in
the NW to vote is Gerold Dayne who belongs to his
Dornish ally.

Jaime Lannister has to stay on the wall this turn (it is
quite far away and the travel takes time

Turn 7 :
The wall :
2 rolls with +1 to the result (Autumn season rules)
1d6+1= 7 = 3 Blasts (White walkers)! 3 white walkers tokens arrive at Castle Black !
1d6+1= 2 = 1 ranger in the garrison at castle black and 3 more WW are spotted in the haunted
forest !
(New rule : When there is only 1 castle left and it besieged by WW, all the new attackers are only
ww. Same ruling for Wildlings shall resolve the problem of having White walkers and Wildlings
besieging the same castle.)
Gerold Dayne is elected Lord Commander of the NW (Tyrion had 1 Vp of defender of the wall and
prefered to split the NW vps between the 2 brothers)

Hear ye phase :
Littlefinger : House Stark has no VP, and will not be able to pay the ransom to release Meera this turn
without the help of House Tully. Time to make a move and use a raven with Tully... i’m Master of
Laws afterall, i can break marriages !
The hand declares Quentyn martell ennemy of the realm (he has a justice card in hand to prevent
him from moving from Deepwoodmotte to winterfell)
Littlefinger, Master of laws breaks the king’s marriage on his demand !
Then the king Brynden marries to house arryn (Ysilla Royce)

Ysilla Royce becomes Queen ! The Arryn-Tully alliance has 4VP and can buy the Vale Title for free this
turn ! Then Quentyn Martell could ask the Moship to move the only army capable to take Gulltown
and the title... but he has a justice token on him and is not sure to arrive there in one piece :D
Littlefinger : Such a perfect plan... With Stark and Martell unable to do anything up North, and Tully
protecting my lands from Lannister forces, we might just end up climbing to the highest step afterall...

Well not sure about that littlefinger... some other things are as real as the ladder... demonstration :
Disasters :
Double plague (autumn) : Regions 1 (North) and 3 (Crownlands) !
Petyr Baelish dies !
Quentyn martell dies !
Oberyn martell dies !
Ysilla royce (queen) survives !
Meera reed the mother of dragon survives !
Littlefinger : Im out of the game of thrones because of that plague, but I still believe only the climb is
real ! My Queen survived, so the memory of the climb of my house and what i built will stay in history
for centuries !
Stark attempts to assassinate the queen Ysilla Royce with Kickard Karstark and succeeds ! Tully is not
married anymore, and has 3VP !

Littlefinger : Erm.... uhhhh... ok maybe not only the ladder is real... The bad relations I established
with Starks seem to have also some negative effect on my raise... It is very well played from Starks, as
I’ll need to free the Mother of Dragons and even give them some gold to muster an army so they can
try to prevent their ex-ally to win the game of thrones !
The Mother of dragons is immedialty liberated for free by house Arryn and placed at Pyke with Robb
Stark and Rickard Karstark
Purchase phase :
Arryn, unable to reach Riverrun in time (Lannister will regret to have killed Lyn Corbray in Winterfell
afterall) gives all his Gold to lannister and Stark, in order to muster a force that could beat Tully at
Riverrun.
Move phase :
Lannister and stark move with everything to Riverrun for the battle of the three forks! 3 players will
be involved there... and 3... is a crowd ! :D

King brynden wins the battle and has 1 bannerman and 2 kingsguard knights left ! All the attacking
lords are killed in combat (including 3 Starks). The attempt to save the realm failed, and no one can
stop house Tully. We just all have to bend the knee to the trouts now...
Littlefinger :...untill the next opportunity !
House Tully is declared winner with 3VP on turn 7 after 5h30 of game! Long live the Blackfish King !
In the Game of Thrones, you win or you die...
Littlefinger : ... or you camp with all your VPs on a Sept and you wait for winter ;D
(Actually septs didnt prevent from plague in SOIAF rules and we missed that, probably thinking they
worked like commanderies. Let’s try to remember it for next time ;) )

A few endgame comments :
In the end, all the Stark characters died, except Sansa, that didnt come into play !
Eddard Stark (Murdered after his election as King), Jon Snow (died on the wall... we shall never see
his like again... and now his watch has ended), Arya Stark (Butchered by a lannister cavalcade at
Pyke), Roose Bolton (died on the wall...), Meera Reed the mother of Dragons, Robb Stark and Kickard
Karstrak died in the final Battle at the trident against Tully.
Other famous deaths :





Martell: Doran (Revolt), Oberyn (plague), Quentyn Martell (plague), and Beric Dayne( ?)
Arryn: Petyr Baelish (plague) Gerold Grafton (Plague) Lyn corbray (justice), Ysilla Royce
(assassin)
Tully : Jason mallister (died on the wall... and now his watch has ended)
Lannister : 0 dead ! And Lannister managed to have 4 lords in play + 1 lord on the wall.

Only 5 Mills and 1 sept were bought for the whole game (never seen that before). The game was so
tense no one took the risk to buy some mills and put all in troops. There was only 1 warden tax
played on a region and it was worth 3GD. All other tax cards were played on fiefs.
Assassin variant :
4 assassination attempts, 2 success. In the end, it seemed fine, and forced us not to rely too much on
it to prevent the wins. You have to be more careful and prepare a military step if the assassin fails. In
the end, it brought a lot more surprises into the game, and the fact that the attempt may fail gives
place to an epic roll that everyone is watching :D To be tried again !
Seasons :
We almost reached the winter (1 or 2 more turns), and we would have surely seen the Night’s king
maybe, as with only 1 castle already besieged by white walkers, more would have come for sure! The
double plague is quite a lot in autumn, and im not even talking about the triple one in winter. (The
rules ask you to remove 1 plague from the fortune deck and we forgot that part) I still think maybe
only heavy rains and famines shall be doubled and tripled in autumn and winter. It would also
thematically make more sense.
The wall :
The 2 castles fell quite early, and the autumn rules seem to work quite well with it. Maybe in a less
tense early game we would hae been able to defend the other castles a little better (poor Jon
Snow ! :p)But all in all, the players were all satisfied with the implications this expansion brings,
except maybe the Starks for obvious reasons ^^Some little rule changes have been made during the
game, like discarding the surviving wildlings after they destroyed a castle instead of sending them to
the next castle... We also found an ability to break a marriage by sending a married lord to take the
black, but no one used this opportunity. To be tried someday ^^

